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Abstract 
Euler-Bernoulli beam is analyzed in the vibration model of buried pipeline in the paper, by using of the Hamilton 
principle. Utilization MATLAB language, earthquake excitation is considered as random wave and harmonic wave. 
Using the method of the elasticity time-travel analysis to programming, pipe element, earthquake dynamic parameter, 
fluid parameter and etc are analyzed in MATLAB language. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
As an effective method, pipeline plays an important role in modern industrial and people’s life. It is 
called the fifth transport way except the highway, railway, water carriage and airway. Buried pipelines are 
buried in soil layer, suffering the stipulation of soil around the pipelines. The response includes 
interaction not only between pipeline and soil, but also between pipeline and inner fluid. So considering 
the interaction of soil-pipeline-inner fluid, to carry out the research of the vibration model and the 
dynamic response of buried pipeline is needed for the development of the society, construction and life, 
adding the action of earthquake excitation. 
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2.  Establishment of Model and Solving 
The model of buried pipeline adopts as Euler-Bernoulli beam, which acts by inner fluid and outer 
constrained soil, applying the Hamilton principle, the differential equations of transverse vibration is 
deduced. 
According to physical model, a pipe, length l, steady current velocity V in the pipe, transverse direction 
x are shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig.1 Transverse vibration model of buried pipe 
3. Application of Matlab Software 
Table 1 Basic data 
piping material soil fluid intensity soil shear wave velocity (m/s) 
steel soft soil water seven 100 
cast iron mid hard soil petroleum eight 400 
concrete hard soil  nine 600 
3.1. Response Analysis 
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Fig.2 Transverse response of midpoint of pipe with earthquake random wave 
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Fig.3 Transverse response of midpoint of pipe with earthquake harmonic wave 
3.2. Analysis of Earthquake Parameter  
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Fig. 4 Transverse displacement of midpoint of pipe with different seismic intensity 
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Fig.5 Curve of flowing velocity to transverse maximum displacement of pipe 
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3.3. Analysis of Pipe Parameter 
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Fig.6 Transverse maxium displacement of midpoint of pipe with different flowing medium  
Fig.7  Transverse maximum displacement of midpoint of pipe with different pipe material  
4. Conclusion 
Utilizing the language of MATLAB programming, calculating and analyzing, the response of the 
displacement and acceleration at the midpoint are obtained, moreover the pipe element was analyzed. The 
soil parameter, pipe parameter, earthquake dynamic parameter and the supporting distance are considered 
as the influence of pipe response with the method of the elasticity time-travel. 
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4. Conclusion 
Utilizing the language of MATLAB programming, calculating and analyzing, the response of the 
displacement and acceleration at the midpoint are obtained, moreover the pipe element was analyzed. The 
soil parameter, pipe parameter, earthquake dynamic parameter and the supporting distance are considered 
as the influence of pipe response with the method of the elasticity time-travel. 
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